This article is an investigation to the theory of o-languages.
Introduction
The theory of o-languages recognised by a finite state automata is developed by Mc-Naughton in his remarkable paper [7] . The author proves that a language of infinite words L c C" is rational if and only if can be represented on the form L = Uy=, KiRY, where for all i = 1 , . . . , n, Ki and Ri are rational languages of finite words. Further studies concerning the subject are found in the literature.
A similar theory of infinite sets recognized (generated) by pushdown automaton (resp. an algebraic grammars) is studied by Cohen et al. [3, 9] . Two main characterization of the family A lg(P) of o-algebraic languages are obtained by the authors:
(a) An o-language is an algebraic language if and only if it can be represented as Uy=, Ai&", where for all i = 1,. . . , n, Ai and Bi are an algebraic language. (b) Alg(CW) are precisely the o-languages recognized by w-pushdown automaton. In this paper we have studied a sub-class of an algebraic o-languages:
The fam-
Preliminaries
Let .X be a finite alphabet. We denote by C* (resp. P) the set of finite (resp. infinite) words over an alphabet Z, including the empty word denoted by E. Let Z" := C* U Co be the set of finite and infinite words over Z:.
We call a language any subset L of C". A word ,U E C* is a "left factor" of word w E Za and we write w < ,u, if there exists v E C" such that: w = P.V. We denote by LF(a) the set of left factors of a, i.e.:
1. If crEC* then LF(a)={gEC*Ig<a}. We call a morphism from CT to Zt any mapping ,u : CT + C,* which satisfies:
1. p(E)=&, 2. VU, w E z:, P(V.W) =~(v)./.4(w), ,U is said alphabetic (resp. strictly alphabetic) if MU G Cz U {E} (resp. MU C Cl).
For L C CT we have p(L) = {p(w) 1 w EL} G C,*.
The notion of morphism is extended to Cw in the following way 'ji = Cy + C,W such that 1. If w E CF then @w)=p(w).
2. If w E Cy then j?(w) = p(w( 1)). . . p(w(n)) . . . It can be noticed that an extended morphism is not properly a morphism: ~(0.w) = p(v).p(w), is not always true.
In this section, we present a brief summary of basic notions and main results concerning family Rat(P) of o-rational languages and the family Alg(P) of o-algebraic languages.
Definition 1. A finite state automaton (FSA) is quadriple M = (K, C,G,qo) where K is a finite set of states, C is a finite input alphabet, qo E K is the initial state and 6 is a mapping from K x C into 2 k. An FSA is called deterministic (DFSA) iff 6:K x C+K.
An o-finite state automaton (o-FSA)
is a couple M = (M',F) where M' = (K,C, 6, qo) is an FSA and F c K is subsets of designated state sets. An o-FSA is determin-
if M' is deterministic. Let cs = nr=, ai, where ai E C, Vi 2 1. A sequence of states r = {qi}i> 1 is called an infinite run of M on 0, starting in state p, iff:
(1) q1 = p, (2) for each ia 1, qi+l E 6(qt,ai). In case where a run Y of M on CJ starts in state qo, we refer for it as "a run of M on a". For each run Y it associated mapping N+ -+ K such that: r(i) = qi, r(i) designated the state entered in the step i of the run r.
We denote by Znf(~) the set of all states in K entered by A4 infinitely many times in run r.
Define: LW(M) = {o E CW 1 there exists a run r of M on (T such that: znf(i-)n F # a} the w-language accepted by M.
In [7] the equivalence of deterministic and non-deterministic o-FSA is established, and a characterization of the o-FSA language it is given by o-Kleene closure applied to the regular sets. The following theorem summarizes the guages:
Theorem 1 (Naughton [7] ). For any o-language L, the following conditions are equivalent:
(a) L belong to w -KC(Rat). (b) There exists an o-FSA that accepts L. (c) There exists an o-DFSA that accept L.

An o-language L satisfying one of the conditions in above is an o-rational language.
We introduces at now the basic notions of an o-pushdown automaton and main characterization of an algebraic o-languages as presented in [3] .
Definition 3. A pushdown automaton (PDA) is a 6-tuple M = (K, C, I', 6, qo, ZO) where
K is a finite set of states, C is a finite input alphabet, r is a finite pushdown alphabet, qo E K is the initial state, ZO E r is the start symbol and 6 is mapping from: K x (C U {E}) x r to finite subsets of K x T*.
A configuration of an PDA is a pair (q, y), where q E K and y E r* for a E Z u {E}; y, /I E r* and Z E r if (p, /I) E 6(q, a,Z) then we write: (q, Zy) 5 (p, By). We The connection between o -KC(A lg) and A lg(Cw) is given by the following theorem.
Theorem 2 (Cohen and Gold [3] ). o -KC(A lg) = A lg(Cw)
Characterization of linear o-languages
Characterization by one-turn pushdown automaton
In this section we study the family PZC(C") of o-languages accepted by one-turn pushdown automaton with Biichi's condition. Intuitively, the one-turn PDA is such that, while recognition of a word the pushdown changes the direction of variation one time at most. Initially the push or stack is increased once it is popped the length of pushdown is decreased. is one-turn pushdown automaton with Buchi's condition and 4 = {qi} is the designated state. For this remark we shall consider in characterization the one-turn pushdown automaton with a single final state.
We now start with a sequence of lemmas which lead to the main characterization of w-linear languages. Proof. We show that, if qf E K1, then, the one turn pushdown automaton A4 is identical to a finite state automata with Buchi's condition A = (QA, C, 6~~ qoA, FA ) which leads to LU(M) = LW(A). The automaton M, is equivalent to the automaton Mi = (K, ZZ = {K,, 0}>W?,qoJo>{q~}) ( w h ere the symbol 8 indicated the empty set). Behaviour of M, restricted to states K,, is described by Mi. In fact, there is not a infinite run including a states of K2 and entered infinitely many times the state qf E KI. (the function of transition 6 is not defined for states K2 to states Kl). For other part the automaton Ml is identical to the automaton 44.2 = (KI, JS, r, 82, qo, ZO, {qf}), where 62 is defined by is not necessary: 6/K, is not decreased. The reverse case is obvious (construction). Finally, the automaton M2 is identical to a finite state automata A = ( QA, C, 64, qoA, fi )
with Buchi acceptance where e~={(q,z)/q~Kl,z~r},qo~=(qo,zo),
According to Buchi-Schutzenberger theorem we conclude that
where Ai, Bi are rational languages for all i = 1,. . . , n with
Now, our interest is generalizing the Kleene theorem to o-languages accepted by the one-turn pushdown automaton. In first step, we proof this technical lemma.
Lemma 2. Let A4 = (Ml, {qf}) b e a one-turn pushdown automaton with Buchi acceptance and r = {(qi, yi)}. ,>O an injnite run of M on o = nr, ai. If there exists an integer t: qt E K2 then, there exists an integer t' > t: for all i 3 t' we have lyil= Iytj 1.
Proof. Let r = {(qi, yi)}' ,a0 a run of A4 on B = flz, ai, which entered at step i = t the state qt E K2. Since M is one-turn automaton then necessarily 3p E N+ (step in the run Y): Vif p+ (yil< IyPl, where (qP, yP) indicated the turn in run r. Suppose at present that: there is not any integer t' which verifies: 'di>t', Iyi( = lyt, 1. Two cases are possible:
Vt'at, 3i>t: (l) Iyi(>(Yt (l; (2) IYil < IYtl l(H)* identical to A4 and composed with two copies of M: one of these copies operate as one-turn pushdown automaton, and the other copy operate like a finite state automata.
Intuitively the first copy operate on a finite word and halt at a configuration where the level of push can not changes, to let a hand to the second copy for scanning the rest of the run. --For all i> t, every state qi E K2 in r is replaced by it's copy q in r(qi E&) and more precisely, since qf is entered infinitely many times in r, we have also Znf(Y) = {@}, thus, cr E P(M) Step 2: Let g be the automaton resulting by the construction in above. We consider the sequences of languages (AZ;), (Bz;) where for all i = 1,. . . , n, we have 
If q=q and z=z' then 6'(qf,&,z)=(p,z). (b) For all z E r, p( p, E, z) = (p, E), we have L(M')=AZ
and M' is a one-turn pushdown automata which accepted by empty push therefore; L(M') is a linear language.
(II) To show that B, is a rational language, it suffices to restrict the automaton XC? to states of G and taking the configuration (4f,z) as in same time, the initial and final state. 
if (q',z")E@,b,z').
We have effectively, L(M") =&.
Theorem 3. Theorem of analysis.
Let L a o-language recognized by one-turn pushdown automaton with Buchi acceptance, then, there exists two sequence (Ai), (Bi) i = 1,. . . ,n, where for all i:
(i) Ai is a linear language. (ii) Bi is a rational language.
(iii) L= Uy=, AiBY.
Proof. It suffices to consider a o-language L accepted by one-turn pushdown automaton
with Buchi acceptance, proof follow immediately from Lemmas 2 and 3. •i
Theorem 4 (Theorem of synthesis). Let (A.).= z I I,~ a sequence of linear languages and (Bi)i=l,n a sequence of rational languages, then, there exists a one-turn pushdown au--tomaton M = (K, IZ, C, F;, ql,zl, F) with Buchi's condition such that: LU(M) = IJbl AiBy.
Proof. It suffices to consider that, if A is a linear language and B is rational proper, then, ABW is in PIG(P) (Because PIC(Cw) is closed by union).
Let MI =(Kr,n=
{K/,Kt},C,&,q
I, 21, FI ) be a one-turn pushdown automaton such --that A = L(Ml ) and A42 = (K2, C, JYI, r, 6,ql,z1, F) a finite state automata: B = L(M).
---We will construct k = (E, C, ZT, r, 6, ql,zl, F) a one-turn pushdown automaton with Buchi's condition: LW(M) = AB"'. If qEK1 then @q,a,z)=&(q,a,z) If q E K2 then 6(q, a,~) = &(q, a,~).
For all aE.X and q2EK2 and q'EF2:
If &(q, a) = q' then q2 E z(q, a). 6. For all ZET and qEF1 then @q,&,z)=(qz,z) 7. F= {q2}.
We have just: L"(a) = ABW.
Characterization by 2-linear w-grammars
We characterize in this subsection the o-language in HC(P) by grammars called 2-linear grammars. In first, we show the o-equivalence between linear grammar and right linear grammar. We have Lw( G, S) = {a"b" 1 n B 0} .P the o-language generated by G.
We denote by 2 -&n(P) the family of infinite languages generated by an 2-linear o-grammar (for principles of generation see [3] ). (3) F=F, Ufi.
the rest of proof is obvious. q
The theorem below show the equality between the family PIC(Cw) and 2 -Lin(Cw).
Theorem 5. For all o-language L, these conditions are equivalent.
(i) L is recognized by one-turn pushdown automaton with Buchi acceptance. (ii) L is generated by some 2-linear o-grammar.
Proof. (i * ii)
Let L E PIG(P), then L = Uyz, AiB,W : for all i = 1,. . . , n, Ai is linear language and Bi is rational language. It suffices to show that, if A (resp. B) is a linear (resp. COrational) language, then AB is a o-language generated by 2-linear o-grammar.
Algorithm:
Let Gi = (I$, C, PI, S1 ) be a 2-linear grammar such that L( G1, SI ) = A and G2 = ( V,, C, Pz,Sz,F2) be a right linear w-grammar such that L"(G2,S2)=B with fi fl V, =@I. (ii) For all j= l,...,nl, (G',A{)=(V,Z,P,A{) are linear grammars. According to a results of Proposition 2 i.e.: for all a linear w-grammar there exist an equivalent right-linear w-grammar, we obtain thus:
(a) For all j= 1,. . . ,nl (resp. i= 1,. . ., 122) L"(G,A<),LO(G,A$) (resp. uJ" (G,B,) ) are rational o-languages (b) For all j = 1, nl L(G', A{ ) is linear language.
Thus, every composant of expression in above is on the form : Uy=, AiBr where, Ai is a linear language and Bi is a rational language. Thus, PIC(Cw) = 2 -Lin(,Y). 0
Closure properties of linear w-languages
We shall study in this subsection the closure properties of linear o-languages by intersection complementation and morphism.
Proposition 4. The family PZC(F') is not closed by intersection.
Proof. Let Proof (constructive). Given L = L"'(A) such that A = (K', l7' = {Ki,K,'}, C, r, 8, qh, F') is a one-turn pushdown automaton with Biichi acceptance and R =LW(B) such that B = (K", C, 6", q:F") a finite state Biichi automaton.
We will construct a one-turn pushdown automaton C = (K, n = {Ki, Kz}, Z, r, 6, qo, ZO, F) such that C is a product of A with B.
(i) K=K' x K" ((pl,~ll,I'),yl)~~((ql,q2,z),a,Z) with:
(a) I' = 1 ifs (I = 0 and q1 E F') or (I = 1 and q2 4 F") (b) I'=0 ifs I=2 or (I=0 and q1 $F').
I. First, we show that C is a one-turn pushdown automaton.
(1) K=Kl UK2 and K1 nKZ=@, in fact:
K~~K~=K~xK"x{0,1,2}~K~xK"x{0,1,2}=(K,'~K~)xK"x{0,1,2}=~.
(2) 6/K, is increased, in fact:
~(q,,q~,Z),(q2,q:,Z')EK,aECU{&},ZET we have ((~~,~~,Z'),Y)E~/K,((~,,~:,Z),U,Z) iff (i) (q2, Y) E 6'/K:(q, a,z), 41 E d"(ql, a) and (ii) 1' verify the conditions (a-c) of construction in above.
Since (q2, y) E St/K, (41, a, Z) and St/K, is increased it is also true for 6/K,.
(3) d/K2 is decreased, in fact: ((qz,q& Z'),y) E G/K2 ((ql,q',, 1) ,a,Z) ifi (i) (q2,y) E ~'/$(qt,a,Z) (ii) qi E 6"(q',a) and 2' verify the conditions (a-c) of construction in above.
Since S//K; is decreased it is also true for 6/K2.
II.
LnR=L"(c)? 1. First, we show that L"'(C) CL n R.
Let oELW(C) ti a infinite run r={((q,,ql,Zi),yi)}iao is a run of C on cr iff ~1 = {(qi* Yi)}i>O is a run of A on 0 and 72 ={qi}iao is a run of B on 0, at every step i of a run Y the value of quantifier is revised according to rule (a-c) of construction in above, that's implic that, the sequence (Zi)ibs extract from the sequence Y = {((qi,q(, Zi), yi)}igo verify the condition: ZNF(Zi) n (2) # 0. Th e value of quantifier is taken at 2 infinitely many times in run Y. This signify that, the automaton entered infinitely many times a distinguished states of B and infinitely many times a distinguished states of A, in other part, the sequence rt = (qi, yl)iao extract from Y, is a run of A on cr and the sequence r-2 = {(qi)}i>o is a run of B on G rt(resp.~) is successful run of A (resp.B), thus, L"(A) n LW(B) = L n R. To take Z,. = (il)13t the infinite sequence of positions in r : qi, E F' and J, = (jk)k>t the infinite sequence of positions in r : pjk E F".
L n R C L"(C)?
Using the proceeding (H) and the sequence (Z,,.Z~), we can construct a infinite sequence &=(k,),,~ : for all k,eN we have Zk,=2. Stage (0):
to take II = (is), 3 I, Min(l~ ) = n1 = il. Necessarily, we have Zi, +, = 1. TakingJ1=Cj,),31 andj,>ni + l=ii + 1. Let ml=A4in(.Z1) then Z,,+,=O. We take ki =ml + 1.
Stage (i):
Suppose that, we have ki, we shall compute ki+l such that Ik,,, =2.
WeposeZi=(i,),>i andi,3mi+2=ki+1 andni=Min(Zi)~Z,+,=l.
TakingJi=Cj,)(,>~) and j,>n,+i, mi=Min(Ji) and ki+l =mi+t+l, we have Zm,+,+i =2. 'di> 1 Ii, Ji are infinite sequences, the stage (i) can be applied infinitely many times, thus, the sequence K, = (k,),> 1 is an infinite sequence, is show that: ZNF( Zi)i> I n (2) # 8 +-c~ E LW(C), thus we conclude that Lw(C) = L n R. 0
Proposition 8. The family Rat(P)
is strictly included in the family PZC(Cw).
Proof. The case Rat(P) C PZC(P)
is obvious, in fact all rational language is also a linear language.
To show that Rat(P) c PZC(P), it suffices to consider the o-language L = {a"b" 1 n 2 1) .cw =Li .L,W E PZC(CU) (see Example 2) with Li = {a"b" 1 n> I} and L2 =CE Rat(C*).
In contrast, L @ Rat(P) because the language L1 is known not be a rational language (see [6] for example), hence, the result is deduced. Proposition 9. The family PZC(Cw) is strictly incluse in the family Alg(,Y).
Proof. The case PZC(F") C Alg(F") is obvious. To show that PZC(Cw) c Alg(F") it suffices to consider the w-language L = {x"y"xmym 1 n,m 2 l}.F which is in Alg(C") and not in PZC(,Y).
In fact, L=Ll .L'f with L1 = {x"y"xmym 1 n,m2 1) and L2 = {c} are algebraic languages. Suppose at present that L E PZC(P).
Since FL(L) E Lin(C*)
if L E PZC(P) (see Proposition [7] ). We have {.zc"y"xmym I n, m > I} c FL(L) = L3 is a linear language, in other part, the family Lin(C*) is closed by intersection with a rational languages, hence by hypothesis we obtain: L3fl{xfyfx+y+} = {x"y"xmym I n, m > 1) =LI is a linear language. Which is not true, LI is known not be in Lin(X*) (see [l] by applying the Ogden lemma). q
Conclusion
In this paper Muller condition is not considered. We can prove that this condition is identical to Buchi's condition for a not determinsitic one-turn pushdown automaton. In other part, the Chomsky hierarchy of finite languages is respected in families of w-languages:
Rat(P)
c PZC(Cw) c Alg(CO)
The only inconvenient is that, the family PIG(T) does not respect the definition of CO-Kleene closure. Thus, the question which arises is: What type of pushdown automaton does accept the o-language on the forme L = U:=, Ui.5" where for all i = 1,. . . , n, Ui, L$ are linear languages.
